Demo Abstract: High-Fidelity Environmental Monitoring
using Wireless Sensor Networks
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ABSTRACT
The system is environment monitoring service based on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Users can know temperature,
humidity, light, and CO2 level in real time. Excessive electricity consumption by lighting in the office can be saved
and the quality of the office environment can become better
by controlling lighting and CO2 level.

time. Besides, the system controls lighting and ventilating
with the data collected. This system classifies the office
environment into two cases, when human exists or when
none exists. If there are people in the office, inlet duct will
be operated to ventilate air in the office. In contrast, if there
are not any people in the office, lighting equipment will be
turned off for saving energy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

3.

ARCHITECTURE

[Computer systems organization ∼ Sensor networks]

General Terms
Experimentation, Design
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The system is built for saving energy and keeping the air
clean in the office. The system efficiently controls lighting
equipment and ventilator by using collected data from sensor which is composed of WSN. This system can make users
save energy by controlling lighting depending on the presence of people. In addition system can keep the air clean by
ventilating if it is necessary. We expect we can save energy
and keep the environment safe by using this system.

2.

Figure 1: High-fidelity environmental monitoring
structure
The system is composed of Node, Gateway, and Server.
Node consists of Kmote, sensor, and extension board [2].
Gateway is composed of base node, and Linux program.
Server is composed of logger, readingdb, and sMAP [1] using
Linux. Figure 1 briefly shows the system structure.

SERVICE

The system provides with high air quality and efficient
energy usage. This system collects sensor data from sensors
and sends it to server. Users can monitor the environment
data, which is collected from sensors, by web GUI in real
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Figure 2: CO2 level monitoring graph
Node sends data detected from sensor to gateway, and
the gateway forwards data from node to server. Server receives data from gateway through Internet network. Then

the server collects the data into readingdb using logger program. Users confirm pattern, maximum and minimum value
stored in readingdb with time using sMAP. Figure 2 shows
data in sMAP with a graph of CO2 level.

4.

EXPERIENCE IN REAL DEPLOYMENT

Figure 4: Three extension board: CO2 , PIR, combination of temperature, humidity and light

Figure 3: Environment sensors in Berkeley SDH
450 sensors are installed in Sutardja Dai Hall (SDH) in
the University of California at Berkeley. Installation was
executed twice and there are issues to check at the time of
installation. To correctly collect data from each sensor, sensors should be placed on the same location as accurately as
possible. To analyze data later, data should be obtained under the same condition. In case we inevitably install sensors
to different location, we should install sensors at least on
similar location. To verify the location ahead before installation would be helpful. The overlapping area of lighting
zone and inlet duct was optimal because the lighting and
the CO2 level are the most important factor in this test.
The height of the location is appropriate when it meets the
height of people’s nose while they are seated, where breathing occurs most often. If there was no overlapping area, we
chose ventilator spot rather than lighting zone to detect CO2
level when actual ventilation happens. Sensors are usually
installed on the wall. We attached sensors on the wall using Velcro. In this case we should consider the strength of
adhesive. If adhesive is weak sensor falls off, or if adhesive
is too strong paint peels off when we collect sensors which
are hung up the wall. Sensors should not be attached to the
Velcro immediately after the Velcro is attached on the wall
because Velcro needs extra time to be completely attached
on the wall. Velcro is the most durable in case it is completely attached to the wall before sensors are attached to
the Velcro. LED state also caused issues. Developers prefer
turning on or toggling LED because it is easy to know the
status of sensors. However those who are in the office would
mind LED state to be turned on or to be toggled because
it has gotten on their nerves. So we need to discuss about
LED state with them in advance of installation. Figure 3
shows environment sensors which were installed in Berkeley
SDH.

5.

DISCUSSION AND DEMO SCENARIO

Presently, sensors which were installed in Berkeley SDH
were composed of one sensor in one sensor board, but we
will integrate several sensors in one extension board. If sensors are integrated, the product price will be substantially
reduced and installation cost and time will be reduced when

Figure 5: Integrated extension board
we install sensor by reducing the number of extension board
from three to one. We also will expect that wall by which
sensors will be installed looks better. 450 sensors were installed in Berkeley SDH, but we have the plan to install some
sensors in Berkeley next year. We will continuously collect
sensor data and we will study how to increase air quality
in the office and how to reduce energy usage using sensors.
Figure 4 shows environment sensors in Berkeley SDH. From
the left, they are CO2 sensor, PIR sensor, the combination
of temperature, humidity, and light sensor. Figure 5 shows
integrated extension board for the future use, and it contains
CO2 , PIR, temperature, humidity and light sensor.
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